
HAPPY HOUR is our longest-running show—over 

7 years! New Orleans supplies a never-ending cast 

of characters and extraordinary musicians who 

literally rub shoulders around a tiny table at Wayfare 

on Freret Street, Uptown. The bar provides signature 

cocktails, the musicians provide live music, and host 

Grant Morris provides proof that pretty much nothing 

is off-limits in New Orleans.

WHO’S LISTENING?

HAPPY HOUR is one of New Orleans’ most popular podcasts. The HAPPY 

HOUR audience is in the top 5% of most listened to podcasts nationwide. Unlike 

most podcasts, this large listening audience is not spread around the world. It’s 

concentrated. 90% are locals who rely on the show for undiluted, insider, intelligent, 

entertaining conversation and local music.

 
WHO’S WATCHING?

An audio podcast pioneer, HAPPY HOUR is changing with the new wave of 

social media. Each week more friends and followers watch the unedited unruliness

of Happy Hour unfold in real time on Facebook Live. After it’s over, the video lives 

on, on our Facebook page.  Thousands of new viewers discover HAPPY HOUR 

every week. 

 

PRODUCT PLACEMENT 

If you have a product, our Facebook Live viewers see your product on our 

HAPPY HOUR table. For 60 minutes non-stop.

 



When you advertise on HAPPY HOUR you get access to discounted rates on 

INO Broadcasting’s other podcasts and popular NPR radio shows like Out to Lunch 

and Louisiana Eats! You’ll find our podcasts on podcast apps and devices 

worldwide. You can review them all at itsneworleans.com

 

In 12 months our New Orleans podcasts reach over 5 million listeners* and 

100,000 Facebook Live viewers.**  Our Facebook posts reach over 160,000 

people** and our Twitter and Instagram accounts are populated daily by 10,000+ 

responsive actual humans.

 

HAPPY HOUR offers a wide range of unique advertising opportunities. We’ll talk 

about your business or product live on the show. You can be a guest on the show 

and talk about your own product or business. We’ll give you a totally free ad on our 

website with 4m annual visitors.* And we’ll put you in front of our social media fol-

lowers.

OKAY, SO WHAT’S THIS GOING TO COST?

There are levels of advertising on HAPPY HOUR to fit all budgets. There’s the 

super-affordable “Mention” level where we feature your company name. You can 

be a “Title Sponsor” and have exclusive naming rights to the show. There are a 

range of options where your company gets featured at the either the beginning, 

middle, or end of the show, or in all three positions. We’ll work with you and your 

budget to maximize your podcast marketing dollars and get you the maximum 

exposure that’s right for you.

 

To get the full range of available packages, get in touch any time. You can reach me 

at kristi@inobroadcasting.com or (985) 789 7791.

I’m looking forward to hearing from you. Talk soon –

Kristi Wright

*Verified Google Analytics
**Facebook Insights

“Advertising on the podcast lets us target our product 
in a way that is affordable and effective. We are 
especially pleased with the manner in which our 
message is delivered. The Happy Hour podcast spreads 
our message across the online universe and keeps it out 
there.”     – Hangover Destroyer


